
Tachyon energy (life-force energy) is the primary
source of all energies and exists in the magneto-
electric (etheric) realm. Its free and inexhaustible
supply can be the ultimate and most natural solution
to many of mankind's social, economic and health
problems. Utilizing innovative technology, Takionic®

products allow the body to channel tachyon energy
and restore order and equilibrium. By optimizing the
body’s ability to act as an antenna, Takionic® helps us
regain life’s indispensable energy.

Takionic® belt offers you the most comprehensive
benefits of tachyon energy. The belt can be worn on your lower back,
neck or strapped to any other part of the body. It not only helps with
aches and pains related to back problems but is powerful enough to
affect your entire body. Can be used in times of stress or to boost your
performance in sports, at work, in school or at home.

Takionic® beads are a major breakthrough of the
tachyon concept. These tiny mediators are
mysteriously attractive with a silent message of
harmony. Each bead is like an antenna that helps
the body attract tachyon energy from the
atmosphere. To receive the most benefit, adhere
one or more beads to acupuncture (energy-
sensitive) points or place on the local area of
internal or external concern. The Bead patch is a
very handy way to use the beads. Just carry a 30-
(50- , 100-) bead patch in your pocket or tape it to
the desired area.There is no wrong way to use the
beads – be creative.

Pure and cluster-free,
it is a superb
medium for the
purest life energies.
Each drop of this
water will refresh
your body and spirit.
Just hold 8 to 10
drops under the
tongue or add to
your drinks. One
bottle lasts 2-3 months. (8 oz.)

Your feet have over 7000 nerve endings and
hundreds of acupressure points. Get a gentle
buzz all over with the Takionic® insoles. If you
stand or run around a lot, these insoles are a real
treat for your feet.

Night time is the best time for the body to rest
and rejuvenate. However, in reality, the body is
still working hard, cleansing and removing
toxins. Often you wake up still feeling tired. The
Takionic® mattress provides an incredible boost
so that your sleep and dream-state will be
enhanced. Wake up refreshed and rejuvenated.
Perfect for travelling. Comes in a convenient
carrying case. Size: (6 ft. X 3 ft. X 1 in.)

‘Spark’ Massage Oil

Hi-Energy Water

Air Insoles

Mattress

Headband & Wristbands

Takionic ‘Tesla’ Coils

Beads & Patches

This massage oil
combines a
unique blend of
the finest oils. It
helps soothe
away aches and
pains while
making you feel
in heaven.

(4 oz.)

Each one of these beautiful coils helps reenergize your mind, body and
spirit. Coils are very flexible and easy to use.

This coil makes a perfect
therapeutic bracelet. Wrap it
around your wrist or arm to
relieve pain and fatigue in your
sore muscles & joints. Size: 10" 

Feel sharp mentally and
relax physically; just hold the
Takionic® car clips while
driving. Size: 2x7"

Revitalize and alter the quality of your
drinks, showers, garden or pet water with
the faucet coil. Size: 18"

Pro-Performance Belt
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Your brain peaks (the alpha state) every 90 minutes.
This is when you are most alert, creative, yet relaxed.
MRI studies  with Takionic® headband show that you

can achieve this
alpha state within
minutes.
T a k i o n i c ®

wristbands will
enable you  to
strengthen and
energize your
arms and wrists.
Wear these
special wristbands
while playing
sports, working on

a computer, driving,
painting – anytime you need more strength and
steadiness in your hands.
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Recommended reading:
1.The Tachyon Field:The Vibrational Energy of the Future. Maddalena Galliani, D.C.,Tecniche Nuove, 2000
2. Revolution in Technology, Medicine & Society. Conversion of Gravity Field Energy. Hans Nieper, M.D., MIT Verlag, Oldenburg, 1985

Documented Studies with Takionic® ProductsDocumented Studies with Takionic® Products
• Thermography

• Cell Studies

• MRI Research

• Kirlian Research

In a study conducted at the
University of Shiga, Japan, MRI
testing reveals severe muscle
fatigue after exercise. Instead of

2–3 hours to recover, it took 20
minutes with Takionic® products.
That is an 80–90% FASTER
RECOVERY than normal.

Kirlian photos of fingertips 
reveal low energy and vitality.

Takionic® products help 
restore your depleted chi 
(life energy) in minutes.

Thermography reveals
poor micro-circulation

Dramatic improvement
with Takionic® products

in minutes
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Fluids in your body cannot effectively
transport oxygen and nutrients to your
cells or remove toxins from them due
to large water clusters. This causes
your cells to age faster and become
unhealthy.

Takionic® products help break up large
water clusters, thereby improving
assimilation of oxygen and nutrients
and the removal of wastes. Cells
maintain their youthful vitality and
optimum health.

Giant water molecule clusters
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Health and beauty are combined into each one of these elegant and touchingly simple designs.The Takionic® beads look truly beautiful. After all, they serve more
purpose than mere ornamentation. Experience a flow of radiant energy spreading through the whole body. You will see and feel your natural beauty shine through!

Takionic® Gold & Silver Jewelry
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3-Bead Pendant
Castle Locket

Stud Earrings

1-Bead Pendant

21-Bead Necklace
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Tachyon Energy Research, Inc.
4400 186th Street • Redondo Beach, CA 90278
Toll-free 1(800) 888-2509  •  Direct: 1(310) 542-3035  •  Fax: 1(310) 542-3685
Visit us on the internet: http://www.takionic.com  •  e-mail: tachyon@ix.netcom.com
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